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 I Timothy 

 

Some years ago, I listened to a sermon that has reverberated with me.  It left such an impression 

that I keep a post-it note on my desk with these words from the sermon, “truth-relationship-

salvation and facts-judgment-condemnation.”  With the reading of the Bible, I believe each of us 

has found times when we pause to consider what a particular passage means in our lives or 

means relative to today.  The book of I Timothy is one of those books that can be approached 

from both of the series of words listed above.  In fact, these words can be found. 

“This is right and is acceptable in the sight of God our Savior, who desires everyone to be saved 

and to come to the knowledge of the truth.  5 For there is one God; there is also one mediator 

between God and humankind, Christ Jesus, himself human, who gave himself a ransom for all, 

(2:3-6).” 

“But refuse to put younger widows on the list; for when their sensual desires alienate them from 

Christ, they want to marry, and so they incur condemnation for having violated their first 

pledge.  Besides that, they learn to be idle, gadding about from house to house; and they are not 

merely idle, but also gossips and busybodies, saying what they should not say, (5:11-13).” 

The book of 1 Timothy discusses issues of women’s roles within the church, homosexuality, 

wearing pearls or nice clothing, the care of widows, and the role of bishops and deacons, and 

whether their children behave appropriately.  We may get caught in the trap of condemnation, 

only to find in the next paragraph that there is something that either confirms or denies our 

personal beliefs.  Hmm…..facts-judgment-condemnation. 

Examining the other side, we find these words, “I urge you [Timothy], as I did when I was on my 

way to Macedonia, to remain in Ephesus so that you may instruct certain people not to teach any 

different doctrine, . . .the aim of such instruction is love that comes from a pure heart, a good 

conscience, and sincere faith, (1:3-5).”  When we seek to be in relationship with other people, 

we seek to understand and to love them, to hear their story.  The teaching that Paul asks Timothy 

to remember is that Jesus Christ is the son of God and desires everyone to be saved to come to 

know the truth of Christ’s salvation for us.  Truth-relationship-salvation. 

The book of I Timothy was written by Paul to encourage Timothy and to remind him of his 

mission and gifts.  The observations made about the community and people around him were real 

and relevant in that time and place.  How we interpret that reality is very personal and is 

impacted by how we think and perceive our relationship with Christ and the world we live in 

today. 
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